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A Place to Hang (F)
Ben the Magician (F)
Chinese New Year (NF)
List (F)
Monster Trucks (NF)
Mystery at the Museum (F)
Oscar (F)
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The Cat's Meow (NF)
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480L, 146

BrightFish Reading Answer Key
Grade 2 Stories
Name
A Place to Hang - Vocabulary

Question Part
1
1

Type
M/C

Score
1

Question
overhang

Answer
It was very hot so ...

Tags
2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: An overhang is something that
sticks out over something. For example: The
trees overhang the water. Look at that
overhang of snow on the roof!
Usage: Which sentence uses overhang' best?
A Place to Hang - Vocabulary

1

2

G/O

1

overhang

jut | bulge | extension | *** tunnel | crevice 2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6
| inlet

A Place to Hang - Vocabulary

2

1

M/C

1

cove

I went swimming in ...

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: A cove is a small spot that goes in
on the shoreline of a lake, river or ocean. For
example: The fisherman went fishing in the
cove. The birds look for fish at the cove.
Usage: Which sentence uses cove best?

A Place to Hang - Vocabulary

2

2

G/O

1

cove

bay | lagoon | inlet | *** tunnel | cliff | bridge2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

A Place to Hang - Vocabulary

3

1

M/C

1

flock

Look at the flock o... | *** There were a flock 2.L.4
... | ***
| 2.L.5
Over| by
2.L.6
the hill is...

Definition: A flock is a bunch of the same
animals that eat together like a group of
birds, a group of sheep and a group of goats.
For example: There was a flock of seagulls at
the docks. Look at that flock of sheep in the
meadow!
Usage: Which sentence uses the word flock
best?
A Place to Hang - Vocabulary

3

2

G/O

1

flock

herd | group | crowd | *** single | alone |
independent

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

A Place to Hang - Vocabulary

4

1

M/C

1

feast

That steak dinner w... | *** That piece of
celer... | Taking photos of th...

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: A feast is a really big and good or
yummy meal. For example: Robert's family is
having a feast on Christmas Day! I am so full
after that Thanksgiving feast!
Usage: Which sentence uses feast best?

A Place to Hang - Vocabulary

4

2

G/O

1

feast

big meal | barbecue | picnic | *** snack | drink
2.L.4
| piece
| 2.L.5
of |fruit
2.L.6

A Place to Hang - Vocabulary

5

1

M/C

1

sandbar

We swam out to the ... | *** We went to
the sand... | I made a salad at t...

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: A sandbar is a build&shy;up of
sand caused by waves. For example: Look at
all those seagulls at the sandbar! We walked
along the sandbar.
Usage: Which sentence uses sandbar best?
A Place to Hang - Vocabulary

5

2

G/O

1

sandbar

reef | sandbank | beach | *** boat | fish |
shark

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

A Place to Hang - Vocabulary

6

1

M/C

1

bird-free

I went to the fren... | *** That area where
the... | The crows in the tr...

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: Bird-&shy;free means that there
aren't any birds around. For example: We
went to the beach and it was bird-&shy;free. I
am hoping that hot dog stand is bird&shy;free!

Which sentence uses bird-free best?

A Place to Hang - Vocabulary

6

2

G/O

1

bird-free

no birds | empty nest | zero birds | ***
2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6
many birds | many crows | flock of seagulls

A Place to Hang - Vocabulary

7

1

FIB

6

Fill in the blanks. Drag and drop the best word cove | flock | feast | sandbar | bird-free |
into the boxes to finish each sentence.
overhang

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

A Place to Hang - Vocabulary

8

1

FIB

7

Drag and drop the words below to form a
complete sentence that makes sense.

I | can't | wait | for | the | holiday | feast

2.L.1 | 2.L.2 | 2.L.3

A Place to Hang - Vocabulary

8

2

FIB

7

Drag and drop the words below to form a
complete sentence that makes sense.

There | is | a | fisherman | in | the | cove

2.L.1 | 2.L.2 | 2.L.3

A Place to Hang - Vocabulary

9

1

FIB

6

Drag and drop the words below to form a
complete sentence that makes sense.

We | walked | along | the | sandbar | today 2.L.1 | 2.L.2 | 2.L.3

A Place to Hang - Vocabulary

9

2

FIB

4

Drag and drop the words below to form a
complete sentence that makes sense.

Our | picnic | was | bird-free

A Place to Hang - Vocabulary

10

1

FIB

8

Drag and drop the words below to form a
complete sentence that makes sense.

We | jumped | off | the | overhang | into | 2.L.1 | 2.L.2 | 2.L.3
the | water

A Place to Hang - Vocabulary

10

2

FIB

7

Drag and drop the words below to form a
complete sentence that makes sense.

The | farmer | had | a | herd | of | goats

2.L.1 | 2.L.2 | 2.L.3

A Place to Hang - During 1

1

1

M/C

1

At the beginning of the story, Mitch and the
other bats went out for the night. Where did
they go?

the overhang at the... | *** the park | the
big dark cave | the neighboring bac...

2.RL.1

A Place to Hang - During 1

2

1

FIB

1

Select the best answer below.

it was filled with ...

2.RL.1

A Place to Hang - During 1

3

1

G/O

1

When the bats got to their spot there was
another kind of animal there. Drag the
correct picture of the animal that was at the
overhang into the box.

[Image 3]: birds

2.RL.7

A Place to Hang - During 2

1

1

M/C

1

In this part of the story, the birds go to the
the fish feast
beach because the bats said they were
missing something. What were they missing?

2.RL.1

A Place to Hang - During 2

2

1

M/C

1

Why did the birds fly away?

2.RL.1

they went to the fi...

2.L.1 | 2.L.2 | 2.L.3

A Place to Hang - During 2

3

1

FIB

3

Choose the best word to complete each
sentence.

A Place to Hang - Post

1

1

M/C

1

In this story Mitch the bat told the birds there He wanted them to l... | *** There was a
was a fish feast at the Sandbar. Why do you fish fe... | He wanted them to e... | Their
think he did that? Choose the best answer.
friend called...

A Place to Hang - Post
A Place to Hang - Post

2
3

1
1

FIB
G/O

1
3

A Place to Hang - Post

4

1

G/O

1

Which actions best describe the beginning,
middle and end of the story? Drag and drop
the matching events for each stage into the
boxes below.

The sun was setting... | *** The bats flew to 2.RL.5
th... | *** Mitch tricked the b...

Name
Ben the Magician- Vocab

Question Part
1
1

Type
M/C

Score
1

Question
magician

Answer
A great magician ca...

Compare the birds in the story to the bats.
Drag and drop the things that the birds did
into the circle on the right, things that the
bats did into the circle on the left and things
they both did into the middle circle.

bats | beach | Sandbar

2.RL.1
2.RL.1

YES he did.
2.RL.3
flew to the cove | had to think fast | played 2.RL.5
a trick | *** they can fly | *** asked Miss
what? | tricked into leavin... | flew to the
fish fe...

Tags
2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: A magician is someone who
performs magic tricks to entertain people. For
example: A magician pulled a rabbit out of a
hat. There was a magician at my friend's
birthday party and he did some clever card
tricks for us.
Which sentence uses magician' best?
Ben the Magician- Vocab

1

2

G/O

2

magician

wizard | witch | performer | *** scientist | 2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6
cashier | policeman

Ben the Magician- Vocab

2

1

M/C

1

frustrated

Emma is frustrated ...

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

upset | angry | annoyed | *** happy |
joyful | glad
He used the ladle t...

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: If you are frustrated, you are
feeling angry or upset when something
doesn't go the way you want. For example:
Jane felt frustrated when her pencil kept
breaking. I am frustrated with Bob because he
won't play with me.
Which sentence uses frustrated' best?
Ben the Magician- Vocab

2

2

G/O

2

frustrated

Ben the Magician- Vocab

3

1

M/C

1

ladle

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: A ladle is a spoon with a long
handle and a deep bowl for moving or serving
things like soups and sauces. For example:
Fiona's mom uses a ladle to serve her soup.
Megan helps her granny stir the tomato sauce
with a ladle.
Which sentence uses 'ladle' best?
Ben the Magician- Vocab

3

2

G/O

2

ladle

spoon | scoop | bowl | *** knife | fork | plate2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Ben the Magician- Vocab

4

1

M/C

1

ingredients

I have all the ingr...

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

parts | pieces | elements | *** whole |
complete | total

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: Ingredients are things that are
parts of a recipe or mixture. For example:
Chocolate is an ingredient for chocolate chip
cookies. I need to find all of the ingredients to
make playdough.
Which sentence uses 'ingredients' best?
Ben the Magician- Vocab

4

2

G/O

2

ingredients

Ben the Magician- Vocab

5

1

M/C

1

assistant

My teacher has an a...

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: An assistant is a person who helps
someone. For example: My assistant types
my notes. The magician's assistant helps the
magician do tricks.
Which sentence uses assistant best?
Ben the Magician- Vocab

5

2

G/O

2

assistant

enemy | boss | stranger | *** friend |
helper | aide
Fill in the blanks. Drag and drop the best word frustrated | assistant | ladle | magician |
into the boxes to finish each sentence.
ingredients

Ben the Magician- Vocab

6

1

FIB

6

Ben the Magician- Vocab

7

1

FIB

5

Choose the best word to complete each
sentence.

Ben the Magician - During1

1

1

G/O

1

Which ingredients did Ben add to his potion? A spider web | Clipping | Fur

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6
2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

magician | frustrated | ladle | ingredients | 2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6
assistant
2.RL.1 | 2.RL.7

Drag the correct ingredients into the pot.

Ben the Magician - During1

2

1

M/C

1

Ben thinks that he is a good magician. What do card tricks | make things disappe...
are some of the things that he can do? Select
each correct answer listed below. (Hint: there
is more than one correct answer.)

2.RL.1

Ben the Magician - During1

3

1

M/C

1

Why did Ben get frustrated? Select the
correct answer listed below.

his magic potions d...

2.RL.1

Ben the Magician - During2

1

1

M/C

1

What does Ben use to stir the ingredients of
the potion? Select the correct answer listed
below.

a ladle

2.RL.1

Ben the Magician - During2

2

1

FIB

3

Complete the quote from the text below.
Drag and drop the correct word into each
blank space.

cat | nails

2.RL.1

Ben the Magician - During2

3

1

M/C

1

What is not true about good magicians?

They work alone.

2.RL.1

Ben the Magician - Post

1

1

M/C

1

Why would an assistant be helpful to a
magician? Select the correct answer listed
below.

Assistants help the...

Ben the Magician - Post

2

1

M/C

1

The author writes, A few minutes later, it was four minutes
time to test the potion.

2.RL.7

2.RL.7

How much time do you think would it take?
Select the best answer listed below.
Ben the Magician - Post

3

1

G/O

5

What steps did Ben follow to make his magic he came up with a s... | *** he put in some
potion?
nail... | *** he added some cat f... | *** he
put in a spider ... | *** he stirred the ingr...
Complete the graphic organizer below. Drag
and drop the steps into the correct order in
which they occurred.

2.RL.1 | 2.RL.5

Ben the Magician - Post

4

1

M/C

1

Why did Ben decide that it was time to look
for an assistant? Select the correct answer
listed below.

He was scared to te...

2.RL.3 | 2.RL.7

Name
Chinese New Year - Vocab

Question Part
1
1

Type
M/C

Score
1

Question
important

Answer
Getting married can...

Tags
2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

serious | big | meaningful | *** trivial |
minor | little

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: If something is important that
means it has great meaning and is highly
valued. For example: It is important to look
both ways when you cross the street.
Vegetables are an important part of a healthy
diet.
Which sentence uses important best?
Chinese New Year - Vocab

1

2

G/O

2

important

Chinese New Year - Vocab

2

1

M/C

1

common

Playing tag at rece...

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

familiar | typical | normal | *** special |
different | rare
The Wilson family w...

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

wealth | riches | treasure | *** poverty |
debt | hardship
Our teacher has a s...

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: Common means something that is
found or done often. For example: Chicken
stir-fry is a common meal in my house.
Dandelions are considered to be common
weeds found in lawns and fields.
Which sentence uses common best?
Chinese New Year - Vocab

2

2

G/O

2

common

Chinese New Year - Vocab

3

1

M/C

1

fortune

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: Fortune means wealth, good luck
or success. For example: Luke's dad made a
fortune in the stock market. Fiona hoped to
achieve fame and fortune.
Which sentence uses fortune best?
Chinese New Year - Vocab

3

2

G/O

2

fortune

Chinese New Year - Vocab

4

1

M/C

1

special

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: Special means something that is
better, greater, or different from what is
usual. For example: Chip's mom always cooks
a special dinner for the holidays. I only like to
wear fancy clothes on special occasions.
Which sentence uses special best?

Chinese New Year - Vocab

4

2

G/O

2

special

unique | exceptional | different | *** common
2.L.4
| familiar
| 2.L.5 || normal
2.L.6

Chinese New Year - Vocab

5

1

M/C

1

festival

My favorite part of...

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: A festival is a time of religious,
cultural or social celebrations that often
include eating, ceremonies and parties. For
example: Every year we attend the harvest
festival at a farm. The entire family was
dancing and singing at the Italian festival in
our neighborhood.
Which sentence uses festival best?
Chinese New Year - Vocab

5

2

G/O

2

festival

celebration | fair | party | *** everyday | regular
2.L.4||ordinary
2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Chinese New Year - Vocab

6

1

FIB

5

Fill in the blanks. Drag and drop the best word festival | important | fortune | special | common
2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6
into the boxes to finish each sentence.

Chinese New Year - Vocab

7

1

FIB

5

Choose the best word to complete each
sentence.

Chinese New Year - During1

1

1

M/C

1

What is another name for Chinese New Year? Spring Festival
Select the correct answer listed below.

2.RI.1

Chinese New Year - During1

2

1

M/C

1

How long does the Chinese New Year festival 15 days
last? Select the correct answer listed below.

2.RI.1

Chinese New Year - During1

3

1

M/C

1

What are two things that families do to get
ready for Chinese New Year? Select each
correct answer listed below.

make special foods | clean their homes

2.RI.1

Chinese New Year - During 2

1

1

M/C

1

Which foods are traditionally eaten on
Chinese New Year? Select each correct
answer below.

[Image] | [Image] | [Image]

2.RI.1

Chinese New Year - During 2

2

1

M/C

1

What do people decorate their houses with
on Chinese New Year? Select the correct
answer below.

red lanterns

2.RI.1

Chinese New Year - During 2

3

1

FIB

3

Choose the best word to complete each
sentence.

long life | good fortune | wealth

2.RI.1

special | Important | fortune | festival | common
2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Chinese New Year - Post

1

1

G/O

1

The main topic or idea of this passage is that people do many thin... | *** people clean
people do many things to prepare for Chinese their ... | people prepare spec... | people
New Year. Drag and drop this main idea into buy new clot... | people decorate the...
the top box and the details from the text that
support it into the boxes below.

2.RI.2

Chinese New Year - Post

2

1

M/C

1

Which statements about Chinese New Year
are true? Select all that apply.

It's also called th... | Families make speci... | 2.RI.5 | 2.RI.1
It's an important h...

Chinese New Year - Post

3

1

M/C

1

Which of the following is not one of the
reasons people do special things for Chinese
New Year?

power

2.RI.8

Chinese New Year - Post

4

1

G/O

3

Compare and contrast Chinese New Year with
Thanksgiving. Drag and drop facts for Chinese
New Year into the circle on the left, facts for
Thanksgiving into the circle on the right and
common facts for both holidays into the
middle where the two circles overlap.

eat noodles | lasts for 15 days | decorate
houseswith... | *** lasts for one day | eat
turkey | happens inNovember | *** get
together withfa... | eat special foods

2.RI.1 | 2.RI.9

Name
List-Vocabulary

Question Part
1
1

Type
M/C

Score
1

Question
list

Answer
My mother makes a l...

Tags
2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

checklist | record | agenda | *** disorder|
messy | unlisted

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: A number of items that are written
or printed on paper in order. For example: I
made a list of all the things I need to buy for
school. My little sister wrote a list of all the
toys she wanted for her birthday.
Which sentence uses 'list' best?
List-Vocabulary

1

2

G/O

2

list

List-Vocabulary

2

1

M/C

1

tidy

I helped my mom kee...

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

orderly | clean | neat| *** messy | dirty |
untidy
Cleaning my room is...

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: When things are put away or kept
nicely. For example: Tom keeps his room tidy
by putting everything away in the right place. I
helped my teacher tidy the classroom by
cleaning up the art supplies.
Which sentence uses 'tidy' best?
List-Vocabulary

2

2

G/O

2

tidy

List-Vocabulary

3

1

M/C

1

chore

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: A small job that is done on a
regular basis. For example: It is Sally's weekly
chore to take out the garbage. Washing the
dishes after dinner is my least favorite chore.
Which sentence uses 'chore' best?
List-Vocabulary

3

2

G/O

2

chore

job | duty |task | *** treat | fun | reward

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

List-Vocabulary

4

1

M/C

1

raise

This year my parent...

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: To get more money as payment
for doing something. For example: After
working five years for the same company, Jo's
dad got a raise. I didn't think that I was being
paid enough to cut my neighbor's lawn, so I
asked for a raise.
Which sentence uses 'raise' best?

List-Vocabulary

4

2

G/O

2

raise

List-Vocabulary

5

1

FIB

4

Fill in the blanks. Drag and drop the best
word into the boxes to finish each sentence.

more | boost | increase | *** reduce | less 2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6
| decrease
raise | list | tidy | chore
2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

List-Vocabulary

6

1

FIB

4

Change the underlined word to a similar
list | tidy | raise | chore
word from the list below. Drag and drop your
choices into the boxes.

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

List-During1

1

1

FIB

1

Choose the best word to complete each
sentence.

the person telling the story | list

2.RL.1

List-During1

2

1

M/C

1

What does the narrator's list include? Select
the correct answer listed below.

all the tasks to be...

2.RL.1

List-During1

3

1

FIB

1

Choose the best word to complete each
sentence.

homework | teeth

2.RL.1

List-During1

4

1

M/C

1

In the story, which extra chores have to be
done on the weekend? Select all the correct
answers.

tidy my room | do the laundry | feed the
fish

2.RL.1

List-During2

1

1

M/C

1

Why doesn't the big sister have a list? Select
the correct answer listed below.

because dad said sh...

2.RL.1

List-During2

2

1

M/C

1

What secret is the narrator in the story hiding Kelly is paying the...
from his or her dad? Select the correct
answer listed below.

2.RL.1

List-During2

3

1

M/C

1

The dad thinks that Kelly is doing her chores.
Kelly thinks that the narrator is doing her
chores. Who is actually doing Kelly's chores?

Kelly's brother is ...

2.RL.1

List-post

1

1

M/C

1

Kelly pays the narrator $2 per chore. The
narrator pays the little brother $1 per chore.
How much money does the narrator make
per chore? Select the correct answer listed
below.

$1

2.RL.1

List-post

2

1

M/C

1

You are going camping with your family and marshmallows graham... | salt and pepper | 2.RL.1
you are in charge of making a list of all the
meat | drinking water
things you need to bring. Select the things you
would pack for food/cooking items.

List-post

2

2

M/C

1

Select the things you would pack for camping flashlights | sleeping bags | tent
gear.

2.RL.1

List-post

3

1

M/C

1

At the end of the story, why do you think the If the little broth...
narrator says, I hope he doesn't ask for a
raise? Select the correct answer listed below.

2.RL.7

List-post

4

1

G/O

1

What do you think an average weekday for
the narrator looks like? Drag and drop the
daily events into the correct order in which
they take place.

brush teeth in the ... | *** make bed | ***
go to school | *** do homework | ***
brush teeth at nigh...

2.RL.5

Name
MonsterTruck-Vocabulary

Question Part
1
1

Type
M/C

Score
1

Question
athletic

Answer
Hockey players have...

Tags
2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

fit | energetic | active | *** unhealthy |
weak | lazy
It was a thrill to ...

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: Athletic means to be active, strong
and generally good at sports. For example:
My friend Henry must be athletic because he
plays soccer, basketball and baseball. You
have to be athletic to run a marathon.
Which sentence uses athletic' best?

MonsterTruck-Vocabulary

1

2

G/O

2

athletic

MonsterTruck-Vocabulary

2

1

M/C

1

thrill

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: A thrill is a rush of sudden
excitement. For example: It was such a thrill
when I found out I was getting a puppy! It was
a thrill to go skydiving.
Which sentence uses thrill best?
MonsterTruck-Vocabulary

2

2

G/O

2

thrill

excitement | fun | lift | *** boring | calm | 2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6
sadness

MonsterTruck-Vocabulary

3

1

M/C

1

derby

I have a horse in t...

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: A derby is a race or contest open
to anyone who wants to compete. For
example: Yesterday I won the tractor derby in
my hometown! Last weekend I watched the
annual Kentucky Derby.
Which sentence uses derby best?
MonsterTruck-Vocabulary

3

2

G/O

2

derby

contest | competition | race | *** quiet | everyday
2.L.4 ||2.L.5
boring
| 2.L.6

MonsterTruck-Vocabulary

4

1

M/C

1

stunt

The snowboarder per...

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

performance | act | trick | *** boring |
everyday | fail
My brother hired a ...

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

self-employed | contract | independent |
*** full-time | employee | staff

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: A stunt is an action that shows skill
and daring. For example: That was an
amazing stunt by the skateboarder. The
cheerleading team just performed an
incredible stunt.
Which sentence uses stunt best?
MonsterTruck-Vocabulary

4

2

G/O

2

stunt

MonsterTruck-Vocabulary

5

1

M/C

1

freelance

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: Freelance means to work for
different companies on short-term contracts.
For example: John used to be a full-time
writer for us but he is now doing freelance
work. Sarah's freelance contract allowed her
to work on other projects.
Which sentence uses freelance best?
MonsterTruck-Vocabulary

5

2

G/O

2

freelance

MonsterTruck-Vocabulary

6

1

M/C

1

daredevil

Bungee jumping is a...

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

risk-taker | adventurer | stuntman | ***
scared | afraid | fearful
Having a compost bi...

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: A daredevil is someone who does
reckless and adventurous acts or stunts. For
example: Jamal's dad is a daredevil because
he likes to go skydiving. You have to be a
daredevil to jump off that cliff into the water.
Which sentence uses daredevil best?
MonsterTruck-Vocabulary

6

2

G/O

2

daredevil

MonsterTruck-Vocabulary

7

1

M/C

1

environmentally friendly

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: Environmentally friendly means
something that does not do any harm to the
environment. For example: Gas-powered cars
are not environmentally friendly. Putting an
apple core into the compost bin is
environmentally friendly because it reduces
waste.
Which sentence uses environmentally friendly
best?

MonsterTruck-Vocabulary

7

2

G/O

2

environmentally friendly

green | eco-friendly | organic | *** toxic | 2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6
harmful | pollution
daredevil | athletic | thrill | environmentally 2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6
fri... | derby | freelance | stunt

MonsterTruck-Vocabulary

8

1

FIB

7

Fill in the blanks. Drag and drop the best
word into the boxes to finish each sentence.

MonsterTruck-During1

1

1

M/C

1

How tall are some of the monster trucks?
Select the correct answer listed below.

15 feet tall

2.RI.1

MonsterTruck-During1

2

1

M/C

1

Monster trucks are athletic and
environmentally friendly. Is this statement
true or false? Select the correct answer
below.

FALSE

2.RI.1

MonsterTruck-During1

3

1

FIB

2

Fill in the blanks. Drag and drop the best word smash-up | stunt
into the boxes to finish the sentence.

2.RI.1

MonsterTruck-During1

4

1

M/C

1

What are some of the entertaining things you race across piles o... | jump off huge ramps 2.RL.1
would see at a monster truck show? Select
| bounce end-over-end
each correct answer listed below.

MonsterTruck-Intro

1

1

M/C

1

This is a nonfiction story about monster
trucks. What does nonfiction mean?

MonsterTruck-Intro

2

1

M/C

1

What do you think you will learn about in the all of the above
story Monster Trucks?

MonsterTrucks-During2

1

1

M/C

1

Why are monster trucks built with safety
switches? Select the correct answer below.

MonsterTrucks-During2

2

1

FIB

6

Fill in the blanks. Drag and drop the best word 300 | competitions | racing | crush | crowd 2.RI.1 | 2.RI.4
into the boxes to finish each sentence.
| flip

MonsterTrucks-During2

3

1

M/C

1

Which monster truck stunts get the biggest
cheers? Select the correct answer listed
below.

the wildest stunts

MonsterTrucks-Post

1

1

FIB

3

Drag and drop each monster truck image
below into the blank space beside the
matching stunt.

Crush across cars: Image 2; Jump over cars: 2.RL.7
Image 1; flip over: Image 3

MonsterTrucks-Post

2

1

M/C

1

What is the main topic of this story? Select
the correct answer below.

Monster truck shows...

2.RI.2

MonsterTrucks-Post

3

1

G/O

1

The author provides opinions about why
monster truck shows are popular. Drag and
drop two opinion statements and two facts
about monster trucks into the boxes below.

they are exciting t... | it's thrilling bein... |
*** hundreds of truck o... | fill more than
300 ...

2.RI.6

MonsterTrucks-Post

4

1

FIB

4

Drag and drop information about monster
it is half smash-up... | sometimes they
trucks into the same order that you read it in even... | the trucks crush th... | daredevils
the story.
purposel...

2.RI.2

stories that are re...

to turn off the tru...

2.RI.1

2.RL.1

Name
Mystery at the MuseumVocab

Question Part
1
1

Type
M/C

Score
1

Question
approached

Answer
I was nervous as I ...

Tags
2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

advanced | neared | reached | ***
departed | left | exited
Edwin's pet rabbit ...

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

fled | departed | broke out | *** stayed |
captured | caught
I frantically searc...

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

wildly | excitedly| madly | *** calmly |
slowly| carefully

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: To have come closer to someone
or something. For example: The temperature
approached 100 degrees. Jose approached
the large raccoon in his yard with caution.
Which sentence uses 'approached' best?

Mystery at the MuseumVocab
Mystery at the MuseumVocab

1

2

G/O

2

approached

2

1

M/C

1

escaped

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: To break free from a locked space.
For example: The animals at the zoo escaped
from their cages. My kitten escaped out
through the front door this morning.
Which sentence uses 'escaped' best?

Mystery at the MuseumVocab
Mystery at the MuseumVocab

2

2

G/O

2

escaped

3

1

M/C

1

frantically

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: To do something very fast and
hurried, generally out of fear or worry. For
example: Tommy was so spooked from the
haunted house that he frantically ran home.
When Eliza realized she was going to be late
for her big test, she frantically got dressed.
Which sentence uses 'frantically' best?
Mystery at the MuseumVocab

3

2

G/O

2

frantically

Mystery at the MuseumVocab

4

1

M/C

1

media

Media coverage of t...

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: A way to give information or
communicate to large groups of people, such
as newspapers and television. For example:
The media came to the museum to report on
a missing dinosaur bone. Social media is a
great way to share news with all of your
family and friends.
Which sentence uses 'media' best?
Mystery at the MuseumVocab
Mystery at the MuseumVocab

4

2

G/O

2

media

5

1

M/C

1

eager

television | newspaper | radio | *** diary | 2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6
secret | notebook
Sevi and Erin were ...
2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: Feeling very excited and interested
in wanting to do something or have
something. For example: Brittney was very
eager to bring home her new puppy. Frank
was eager for Levon to pick him up so that
they could begin their road trip to Atlanta.

Which sentence uses 'eager' best?
Mystery at the MuseumVocab
Mystery at the MuseumVocab

5

2

G/O

2

eager

6

1

M/C

1

disappointed

keen | excited | impatient | ***
unconcerned | sad | satisfied
Naylah was disappoi...

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

sad | miserable | upset | *** happy |
cheerful | glad

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: Disappointed is the feeling of
sadness when someone or something has not
met a person's expectations. For example:
Ashton had studied hard for his test and was
disappointed by his mark. Dante was
disappointed when his favorite team didn't
make it to the playoffs.
Which sentence uses 'disappointed' best?
Mystery at the MuseumVocab

6

2

G/O

2

disappointed

Mystery at the MuseumVocab

7

1

FIB

1

Fill in the blanks. Drag and drop the best word approached | escaped | frantically | media 2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6
into the boxes to finish each sentence.
| eager | disappointed

Mystery at the MuseumVocab

8

1

FIB

6

Drag and drop the correct word to match the approached | escaped | eager |
definitions below.
disappointed | media | frantically

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Mystery at the MuseumDuring 1

1

1

M/C

1

Why were Jenny and Todd very excited?
Select the correct answer listed below.

because their class...

2.RL.1

Mystery at the MuseumDuring 1

2

1

FIB

3

Choose the best word to complete each
sentence.

approached | wonder | ideas

2.RL.1

Mystery at the MuseumDuring 1

3

1

M/C

1

What did Jenny say after reading the sign at Maybe something esc...
the museum? Select the correct answer listed
below.

2.RL.1

Mystery at the MuseumDuring 1

4

1

M/C

1

Adjectives are words that describe people,
places or things. Choose the adjective from
the following sentence.

2.RL.4

huge

A huge sign read: 'Closed until further notice.'

Mystery at the Museum During 2

1

1

FIB

3

Fill in the blanks. Drag and drop the best word could be lost in th... | after talking to a ... |
into the boxes to finish each sentence.
bones came crashing...

2.RL.5

Mystery at the Museum During 2

2

1

M/C

1

What does Todd think parents might be
frantically searching for in the museum?
Select the correct answer listed below.

a child

2.RL.1

Mystery at the Museum During 2

3

1

FIB

1

Choose the best word to complete the
sentence below.

serious

2.RL.1

Mystery at the Museum During 3

1

1

M/C

1

Why were the children disappointed? Select
the correct answer listed below.

because they learne...

2.RL.1

Mystery at the Museum During 3

2

1

FIB

1

Choose the best word to complete the
sentence below.

television

2.RL.1

Mystery at the Museum - Post 1

1

M/C

1

What are all the reasons that the kids suggest something escaped f... | a child is lost in ... | 2.RL.1
for why the museum might be closed? Select the dinosaur bones ...
each correct answer listed below.

Mystery at the Museum - Post 2

1

M/C

1

How do the main characters change from the They are very excit...
beginning to the end of the story?

2.RL.3

Mystery at the Museum - Post 3

1

G/O

1

Drag and drop all of the emotions that the
children felt in this passage into the box
below.

[Image] | [Image] | [Image]

2.RL.3 | 2.RL.7

Mystery at the Museum - Post 4

1

G/O

1

Students were disappointed after hearing the
reason for the museum being closed. Drag
and drop the conclusion and supporting
evidence statements into the boxes below.

Students were disap... | *** They
2.RL.3
imaginedsometh... | They thought parent...
| They were hoping th... | They thought
dinosa...

Type
M/C

Score
1

Question
absolutely

Answer
Keep absolutely sil...

Tags
2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

precisely | certainly | exactly | ***
somewhat | possibly | perhaps

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Name
Oscar - Vocab

Question Part
1
1

Definition: Absolutely means when something
is definite or sure. For example: He is
absolutely certain that he will win the game. I
absolutely love that car!
Which sentence uses 'absolutely' best?

Oscar - Vocab

1

2

G/O

2

absolutely

Oscar - Vocab

2

1

M/C

1

phrase

My teacher uses the...

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

expression | saying | idiom | *** word |
silence | sentence
I get grouchy when ...

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

grumpy | testy | snappy | *** happy |
cheerful | pleasant
There is an icy pat...

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

bit | chunk | spot | *** whole | entirety |
total

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: A phrase is a group of words that
express an idea. For example: My boss always
uses the phrase 'as soon as possible' when he
needs something done. My mom uses the
phrase 'sleep tight' when she says goodnight
to me.
Which sentence uses 'phrase' best?
Oscar - Vocab

2

2

G/O

2

phrase

Oscar - Vocab

3

1

M/C

1

grouchy

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: When people are in a bad mood or
complain a lot, they are grouchy. For
example: My sister is always grouchy when
she has to wake up early. Children get
grouchy when they are hungry.
Which sentence uses 'grouchy' best?
Oscar - Vocab

3

2

G/O

2

grouchy

Oscar - Vocab

4

1

M/C

1

patch

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: A patch is a small spot that is
different from the surrounding area. For
example: There is a small patch of grass
outside of the store. I am going to the
strawberry patch to pick some strawberries.
Which sentence uses 'patch' best?

Oscar - Vocab

4

2

G/O

2

patch

Oscar - Vocab

5

1

M/C

1

watching

The teacher was wat...

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: Watching means to look at
something and pay attention to what is
happening. For example: I was watching the
movie and did not notice how late it was. The
boy did not know that his mother was
watching when he took the toy from his
brother.
Which sentence uses 'watching' best?
Oscar - Vocab

5

2

G/O

2

watching

looking | spotting | observing | *** forgetting | ignoring | missing

Oscar - Vocab

6

1

M/C

1

guessed

I guessed the answe...

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: Guessed means to have given an
answer that you weren't completely sure was
correct. For example: I guessed because I
didn't study for the test. She guessed my age
on her first try.
Which sentence uses 'guessed' best?
Oscar - Vocab

6

2

G/O

2

Oscar - Vocab

7

1

FIB

7

Oscar- During 1

1

1

FIB

Oscar- During 1

2

1

Oscar- During 1

3

1

guessed

predicted | assumed | speculated | ***
measured | proved | knew
Fill in the blanks. Drag and drop the best word phrase | patch | absolutely | grouchy |
into the boxes to finish each sentence.
watching | guessed

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

1

Choose the best word to complete the
sentence.

2.RL.1

M/C

1

Why did the narrator name the puppy Oscar? The puppy made all ...
Select the correct answer listed below.

2.RL.1

M/C

1

Oscar makes all of the adults in the story
grouchy. What other things would make a
person grouchy? Select each correct answer
listed below.

2.RL.1

Oscar

being hungry | being tired | being hot

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Oscar- During 1

4

1

M/C

1

What does the narrator say about the phrase, I hear it all day l... | It's all anyone say...
Absolutely not!? Select the two correct
answers listed below.

2.RL.1

Oscar - During 2

1

1

M/C

1

There are several things that Oscar is not
allowed to do. What are they? Select each
correct answer listed below.

sleep on the bed | dig in the garden | roll in 2.RL.1
the mud

Oscar - During 2

2

1

M/C

1

Who is Mrs. Tilsonburg? Select the correct
answer listed below.

the neighbor

2.RL.1

Oscar - During 2

3

1

FIB

7

Choose the best word to complete the
sentence below.

both | deal

2.RL.1

Oscar - During 3

1

1

FIB

1

Fill in the blanks. Drag and drop the best word when he stopped in ... | so I walked away. | 2.RL.1
into the boxes to finish each sentence.
one more time I wou... | biting my pant leg.

Oscar - During 3

2

1

M/C

1

Oscar stopped outside of the bakery to 'do his Oscar went to the b...
business. What does that phrase mean in the
story? Select the correct answer below.

2.RL.4

Oscar - During 3

3

1

M/C

1

What did Oscar do at the end of the story that Oscar bit his owner...
caused the narrator to say, 'Absolutely not!'?
Select the correct answer listed below.

2.RL.1

Oscar - Post

1

1

M/C

1

They could cause da...

2.RL.6

Oscar - Post

2

1

M/C

1

Why do you think the narrator and Oscar
were told 'Absolutely not!' so often? Select
the correct answer listed below.
Who is the narrator of this story? Select the
best answer listed below.

a child who just go...

2.RL.1

Oscar - Post

3

1

G/O

2

The main idea of this story is that you need to Children need to un... | *** The child is told 2.RL.2
follow the rules when you have a pet. Drag
t... | Mrs. Tilsonberg is ... | The child is
and drop this main idea into the top box and called... | The child is told t...
the supporting details into the boxes below.

Oscar - Post

4

1

G/O

1

Drag and drop the events of the story into the The narrator felt t... | *** Oscar was told
boxes below in the correct order in which
that... | *** Oscar was caught di... | ***
they occur.
Oscar went to the b... | *** Oscar bit the
pant ...

2.RL.5

Name
RainedOut-Vocabulary

Question Part
1
1

Type
M/C

Score
1

Question
excited

Answer
Arnav is really exc...

Tags
2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

happy | eager | energized | *** bored |
calm | grumpy
The jewelry store w...

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: Excited is a feeling someone has
when they are really looking forward to
something, such as an event. For example:
Priya could not wait to spend the weekend
with her grandma; she was really excited.
Tamara was so excited for her first day of
school, she woke up at 5:00 a.m!
Which sentence uses excited best?

RainedOut-Vocabulary

1

2

G/O

2

excited

RainedOut-Vocabulary

2

1

M/C

1

business

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: A business is when you buy or sell
something to make money. For example:
Stephanie's family business donates money to
the local hospital every year. I was excited to
hear that the new business opening on my
street was an ice cream store.
Which sentence uses business best?

RainedOut-Vocabulary

2

2

G/O

2

business

RainedOut-Vocabulary

3

1

M/C

1

promised
Definition: Promised is to stick to your word
when you say you will do, give or plan
something. For example: Donna's mom
promised that if she ate all her vegetables she
could have ice cream. Melanie and Mary
promised that they would be best friends
forever.
Which sentence uses promised best?

store | shop | company | *** hobby | chore 2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6
| pastime
I promised Kelly I ...
2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

RainedOut-Vocabulary

3

2

G/O

2

promised

RainedOut-Vocabulary

4

1

M/C

1

return

guaranteed | pledged | vowed | ***
breached | deceived | lied
After a long trip I...

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

go back| take back | revisit | *** leave |
depart | stay
The plane ride was ...

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: Return means to go back to a
place that you have already been. Also, to
put, take, give or send back an object to its
original place. For example: I will return home
from my sleepover in the morning. I was
happy to return the keys to the rightful
owner.
Which sentence uses return best?
RainedOut-Vocabulary

4

2

G/O

2

return

RainedOut-Vocabulary

5

1

M/C

1

arrived

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: Arrived is when a person or thing
gets to a place at the end of a long or short
trip. For example: After a long walk, Brandon
finally arrived at his grandma's house. Marilyn
was happy when the books she ordered
arrived on her doorstep.
Which sentence uses arrived best?

RainedOut-Vocabulary

5

2

G/O

2

arrived

reached | entered | appeared | ***
departed | left | exited
Fill in the blanks. Drag and drop the best word return | arrived| excited | promised |
into the boxes to finish each sentence.
business

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

RainedOut-Vocabulary

6

1

FIB

5

RainedOut-Vocabulary

7

1

FIB

5

Choose the best word to complete each
sentence.

promised | business | excited | arrived |
return

RainedOut-During1

1

1

M/C

1

What did Rosie's sister drop into the
lemonade mix? Select the correct answer
listed below.

raspberries

2.RL.1

RainedOut-During1

2

1

M/C

1

Why was Rosie excited? Select the correct
answer listed below.

because when the pa...

2.RL.3

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

RainedOut-During1

3

1

M/C

1

Which items did Rosie need for her sign?
Select all that apply.

cardboard | red paint | a brush

2.RL.7

RainedOut-During2

1

1

M/C

1

Why did Rosie and Beth pack up their wagon
and go to the nursing home? Select the
correct answer listed below.

It started to rain ...

2.RL.7

RainedOut-During2

2

1

M/C

1

Why do you think Rosie and Beth covered the They didn't want th...
wagon with umbrellas?

2.RL.1 | 2.RL.7

RainedOut-During2

3

1

FIB

1

Complete the sentence below by selecting the fast as they could
correct answer from the drop-down box.

2.RL.1

RainedOut-Post

1

1

FIB

4

The characters feel different emotions
throughout the story. Drag and drop the
images of the emotions to the correct
characters.

2.RL.3

RainedOut-Post

2

1

M/C

1

Many stories teach a moral or a lesson. For
Always make the bes...
example, always tell the truth or don't talk to
strangers. What moral or lesson do you think
this story teaches you? Select the correct
answer listed below.

2.RL.2

RainedOut-Post

3

1

G/O

5

What did Rosie and Beth have to do before
opening their business? Drag and drop the
different steps into the correct order in the
boxes below.

find a piece of car... | *** find a brush and
pa... | *** write 25 cents in b... | *** wait
for the paint ... | *** make the lemonade

2.RL.5

RainedOut-Post

4

1

M/C

1

What challenge did Rosie and her sister
overcome in the story?

It started to rain ...

2.RL.3

Name
Road Trip - Vocabulary

Question Part
1
1

Type
M/C

Score
1

Question
entertaining

Answer
The clown is entert...

Tags
2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: If something is entertaining, it is
amusing and fun. For example: I find action
movies really entertaining. Playing a video
game is an entertaining way to spend the
afternoon.
Which sentence uses 'entertaining' best?

excited | thankful | disappointed | happy

Road Trip - Vocabulary

1

2

G/O

2

entertaining

Road Trip - Vocabulary

2

1

M/C

1

pretend

enjoyable | pleasurable | fun | *** dull |
boring | drab
I pretend to like s...

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6
2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: To pretend is to act as if something
is true when it isn't true. For example: I
pretend to like broccoli, but it's actually my
least favorite vegetable. I decided to pretend
to be sick so that I could stay home.
Which sentence uses 'pretend' best?

Road Trip - Vocabulary

2

2

G/O

2

pretend

Road Trip - Vocabulary

3

1

M/C

1

peace

fake | false | artificial | *** genuine | real | 2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6
natural
Bobbys sister want...
2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: Peace means calm and quiet. For
example: I enjoy the peace of being on my
own. During times of peace, the opposing
sides were able to get along.
Which sentence uses 'peace' best?
Road Trip - Vocabulary

3

2

G/O

2

peace

Road Trip - Vocabulary

4

1

M/C

1

bored

calm | tranquility | quiet | *** noise |
fighting | distress
Debra got bored wai...

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6
2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: Bored means to have a lack of
interest. For example: She was bored by the
long movie. After waiting for two hours in
line, we were bored and wanted to leave.
Which sentence uses 'bored' best?

Road Trip - Vocabulary

4

2

G/O

2

bored

fatigued | tired | uninterested | *** amused 2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6
| excited | entertained

Road Trip - Vocabulary

5

1

M/C

1

relax

Listening to calm m...

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: To relax is to reduce tension or
work. For example: I need a vacation so I can
relax. I will relax by watching television
tonight.
Which sentence uses 'relax' best?
Road Trip - Vocabulary

5

2

G/O

2

relax

calm | be at ease | unwind | *** tense | stress2.L.4
| work
| 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Road Trip - Vocabulary

6

1

M/C

1

license

If Harry passes his...

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

permit | authorization | certificate | ***
disallow | prohibit | outlaw
Mrs. Bailey is my f...

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: A license is an official plate or
document that gives you permission to do
something. For example: Darren's older sister
can drive the car because she has a driver's
license. The license plate shows the state
where a car is registered.
Which sentence uses 'license' best?
Road Trip - Vocabulary

6

2

G/O

2

license

Road Trip - Vocabulary

7

1

M/C

1

favorite

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: If something is your favorite then
you like it the most. For example: Soccer is
my favorite sport. I want to order pizza for
dinner because it is my favorite food.
Which sentence uses 'favorite' best?

Road Trip - Vocabulary

7

2

G/O

2

Road Trip - Vocabulary

8

1

FIB

7

Road Trip - During 1

1

1

M/C

1

favorite

cherished | preferred | adored | ***
disliked | hated | unpopular
Fill in the blanks. Drag and drop the best word pretend | entertaining | bored | favorite |
into the boxes to finish each sentence.
license | relax | peace

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

How does Morgan entertain his parents?
Select the correct answer listed below.

2.RL.1

by playing car game...

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Road Trip - During 1

2

1

M/C

3

Morgan mentions car games that his family
likes to play. What does he call the games?
Select all that apply from the list below.

Eye Spy | Count the Cows | License Plate
Game

2.RL.1

Road Trip - During 1

3

1

FIB

3

Complete the sentences below by selecting
the correct answer from each drop-down
box.

likes | entertain

2.RL.1

Road Trip - During 2

1

1

FIB

1

Complete the sentence below by selecting the bored
correct answer from the drop-down box.

2.RL.1

Road Trip - During 2

2

1

FIB

3

Drag and drop the missing phrase into the
correct space in order to create complete
sentences.

like the car games ... | Morgan wants to
rel...

2.RL.4

Road Trip - During 2

3

1

M/C

1

An adjective is a word that describes a
person, place or thing. Which adjective does
Morgan use to describe his week at school?
Select the correct answer listed below.

hard

2.RL.1

Road Trip - During 3

1

1

M/C

1

What is Morgan's favorite car game?

Who Can Be Quiet th...

2.RL.1

Road Trip - During 3

2

1

M/C

1

Morgan says that he is happy for the peace
The car is calm and...
and quiet. What does Morgan mean by peace
and quiet? Select the correct answer listed
below.

2.RL.4

Road Trip - Post

1

1

M/C

1

What is the one thing that Morgan can count His parents will wa...
on during a road trip with his parents? Select
the correct answer listed below.

2.RL.1

Road Trip - Post

2

1

M/C

1

Do you think Morgan's parents would be
Yes because they pl...
surprised to know that he dislikes car games?

2.RL.3

Road Trip - Post

3

1

G/O

1

Why do the author and his parents pretend to The author and his ... | *** They all like The 2.RL.1
like car games? Drag and drop the conclusion Q... | His father tries to... | The author
and four supporting evidence statements into thinks h... | The author is tired...
the correct boxes below.

Road Trip - Post

4

1

G/O

1

Create a summary of the story.

Name
The Cat's Meow -- Vocab

Question Part
1
1

Type
M/C

Score
1

Question
strange

Road Trip | *** Morgan andhis paren... |
2.RL.1
*** for entertainment | *** together | ***
Drag and drop each piece of information into play car games | *** while they are trave...
the correct box.
| *** in the car

Answer
He draws strange pi...

Tags
2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

unusual | weird | odd | *** normal |
ordinary | usual
We didnt know the ...

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: Strange means unusual or odd. For
example: Karen heard a strange noise in the
backyard. I feel so strange today!
Which sentence uses 'strange' best?
The Cat's Meow -- Vocab

1

2

G/O

2

strange

The Cat's Meow -- Vocab

2

1

M/C

1

reasons

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: Reasons are causes or
explanations for actions, opinions or events.
For example: Dawn gave her reasons for not
swimming in the lake. There are many
reasons why I like soccer.
Which sentence uses 'reasons' best?
The Cat's Meow -- Vocab

2

2

G/O

2

reasons

causes | explanations | proof | *** effects | 2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6
outcomes | aftermath

The Cat's Meow -- Vocab

3

1

M/C

1

rumbling

We heard thunder ru...

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

grumbling | growling | rolling | ***
screaming | yelling | singing
The cat watched the...

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

jump | dive | swoop | *** protect | sit |
relax
If you open the doo...

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

creak | screech | squeal | *** grumble |
roar | growl
My cat likes to sit...

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: Rumbling means making a long,
low, rolling sound. For example: Her stomach
was rumbling because she was hungry. The
motorcycle made a rumbling noise.
Which sentence uses 'rumbling' best?

The Cat's Meow -- Vocab

3

2

G/O

2

rumbling

The Cat's Meow -- Vocab

4

1

M/C

1

pounce

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: Pounce means to jump or swoop
down to get something. For example: Did you
see him pounce on the basketball? The spider
was ready to pounce on the bug that flew into
its web.
Which sentence uses 'pounce' best?
The Cat's Meow -- Vocab

4

2

G/O

1

pounce

The Cat's Meow -- Vocab

5

1

M/C

1

squeak

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: Squeak means to make a short,
high, shrill sound or cry. For example: My
shoes squeak when I walk. Mice squeak.
Which sentence uses 'squeak' best?
The Cat's Meow -- Vocab

5

2

G/O

1

squeak

The Cat's Meow -- Vocab

6

1

M/C

1

chirp
Definition: Chirp means to make a short
sound with a high pitch. For example: The
birds begin to chirp early in the morning. The
chipmunk started to chirp at the cat.
Which sentence uses 'chirp' best?

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

The Cat's Meow -- Vocab

6

2

G/O

1

chirp

The Cat's Meow -- Vocab

7

1

M/C

1

growl

cheep | peep | twitter | *** yell | quiet |
roar
The lion let out a ...

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6
2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: Growl means to make a deep,
rumbling sound to show anger. For example:
Their dog will growl at strangers. Why do
bears growl?
Which sentence uses 'growl' best?
The Cat's Meow -- Vocab

7

2

G/O

1

growl

The Cat's Meow -- Vocab

8

1

M/C

1

communicate

grumble | roar | snarl | *** sing | whisper | 2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6
squeal
Horse whisperers ca...

Definition: Communicate means to express
thoughts and feelings. For example: It was
hard to communicate in a different language.
I communicate with my grandma by phone
every Friday night.
Which sentence uses 'communicate' best?
The Cat's Meow -- Vocab

8

2

G/O

2

communicate

say | talk | tell | *** ignore | silence | avoid 2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

The Cat's Meow -- Vocab

9

1

M/C

1

movement

The old womans mov...

2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6

Definition: Movement is the act of moving,
such as changing place or position. For
example: There was a lot of excited
movement in the classroom when the bell
rang. The sleeping dog made no movement.
Which sentence uses 'movement' best?

The Cat's Meow -- Vocab

9

2

G/O

2

The Cat's Meow -- Vocab

10

1

FIB

2

movement

motion | action | activity | *** stop | rest | 2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6
inactivity
Fill in the blanks. Drag and drop the best word rumbling | pounce | chirp | growl | strange 2.L.4 | 2.L.5 | 2.L.6
into the boxes to finish each sentence.
| reasons | squeak | movement |
communicate

The Cats Meow - During 1

1

1

FIB

2

Choose the best word to complete each
sentence.

strange | meow

2.RI.1

The Cats Meow - During 1

2

1

M/C

1

Why do cats meow? Select the correct
answer listed below.

for many different ...

2.RI.1

The Cats Meow - During 1

3

1

M/C

1

What does this paragraph tell you about why A soft and quiet me... | If your cat lets ou...
cats meow? Select each correct answer listed
below.

2.RI.1 | 2.RI.2

The Cats Meow - During 2

1

1

FIB

1

Choose the best word to complete the
sentence below.

2.RI.1

The Cats Meow - During 2

2

1

M/C

1

What does it usually mean when a cat purrs? the cat is happy
Select the correct answer listed below.

2.RI.1

The Cats Meow - During 2

3

1

M/C

1

Why do cats sometimes purr when they are it makes them feel ...
upset? Select the correct answer listed below.

2.RI.1 | 2.RI.4

The Cats Meow - During 3

1

1

FIB

3

Fill in the blanks. Drag and drop the best word they are afraid or ... | communicate with
into the boxes to finish each sentence.
th... | tell you how it is ...

2.RI.4

The Cats Meow - During 3

2

1

M/C

1

If a cat hisses at you, why should you stay
it may be ready to ...
away? Select the correct answer listed below.

2.RI.1 | 2.RI.4

The Cats Meow - During 3

3

1

M/C

1

What are other strange noises a cat can
make? Select each correct answer listed
below.

squeak | growl | chirp

2.RI.1 | 2.RI.4

The Cat's Meow -- Post

1

1

G/O

2

The main idea of The Cat's Meow is that cats
communicate in different ways. Drag and
drop the main idea into the top box and the
details from the text that support it into the
boxes below.

Cats communicate in... | *** Cats hiss when 2.RI.2 | 2.RI.6
they... | Cats usually purr w... | A soft and
quiet me... | A cat's tail moveme...

purr

The Cat's Meow -- Post

2

1

M/C

1

Why does the author start the passage with
the statement animals make all kinds of
strange noises?

to introduce the to...

2.RL.5

The Cat's Meow -- Post

3

1

FIB

4

Fill in the blanks. Drag and drop the best word purr | meow | hiss | tail
into the boxes to finish each sentence.

The Cat's Meow -- Post

4

1

G/O

1

The passage mentions many sounds that a cat meow | purr | hiss | chirp | squeak | growl 2.RI.1
can make. Drag and drop each sound into the
box below.

2.RI.1 | 2.RI.8

